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Molecular hydrogen forms the archetypical quantum solid. Its quan-
tum nature is revealed by behavior which is classically impossible,
and by very strong isotope effects(1). Isotope effects between H2,
D2 and HD molecules come from mass difference, and the different
quantum exchange effects: fermionic H2 molecules have antisym-
metric wavefunctions, whilst bosonic D2 molecules have symmet-
ric wavefunctions and HD molecules have no exchange symmetry.
To investigate how the phase diagram depends on quantum-nuclear
effects, we use high pressure and low temperature in-situ Raman
spectroscopy to map out the phase diagrams of H2-HD-D2 with vari-
ous isotope concentrations over a wide P-T range. We find that mix-
tures of H2, HD and D2 behave as an isotopic molecular alloy (ideal
solution), and exhibit symmetry-breaking phase transitions between
phases I-II and III. Surprisingly, all transitions occur at higher pres-
sures for the alloys than either pure H2 or D2 (2). This runs counter
to any quantum effects based on isotope mass, but can be explained
by quantum trapping of high kinetic energy states by the exchange
interaction.
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Hydrogen and deuterium have unique and distinctive prop-1

erties which set them aside from the rest of the periodic table.2

Hydrogen has the lowest nuclear mass, and H2:D2 has the3

highest isotope mass ratio of any element 1:2. Consequently,4

quantum effects such as zero-point energy are both large and5

different for the two isotopes. This energy, combined with the6

effects of exchange symmetry, via the para-ortho distinction,7

results in fascinating behaviour at low temperatures.8

It is believed that the molecular hydrogens form the same9

series of phases if pressurised and/or cooled, although with10

measurably different phase boundaries. There are five experi-11

mentally described solid molecular phases in the pure isotopes12

(2–12). In a qualitative description (13), phase I adopts a13

hexagonal close-packed arrangement of rotating molecules.14

Rotation at very low temperature is only possible due to15

quantum nuclear effects for which the rotational ground state16

has no zero-point energy. Phases II and III are "typical"17

molecular phases (2, 8), where symmetry-breaking arises from18

quadrupole-quadrupole interactions (phase II(14)) or efficient19

packing of elongated molecules (phase III(13)). Phases IV20

and V possess mixed molecular states with both strongly-21

bound rotating and weakly-bound molecules (4, 5, 15). The22

phase I(II)→III transition is density driven, resulting in a23

close to vertical phase line (quasi-isobaric) separating the24

two phases (2, 16, 17). Conversely, the I→II and III→IV(V)25

transformations are mostly temperature (entropy) driven, re-26

sulting in a flatter phase line (quasi-isothermal) separating27

the partially-ordered phase II from the rotor phase I, and the28

mixed-molecular phases IV(V) from phase III (4, 18). The 29

situation is further complicated by the para− ortho distinc- 30

tion: due to the exchange symmetry, o-H2 is unable to be in 31

the J = 0 molecular rotational ground state. This means that 32

phase I of o-H2 has higher energy than phase I of p-H2, and 33

therefore o-H2 transforms more easily to phase II than p-H2. 34

Hydrogen deuteride has been studied less than the pure 35

isotopes, and its spectroscopy is complicated by the localisation 36

of the vibrational modes. Pure HD was claimed to have 37

a phase II with an unusual "re-entrant" phase line at low 38

temperatures (19, 20), and on further compression above ∼160 39

GPa, to transform to phase III (21). Recently, using Raman 40

spectroscopy, phase IV was found in H2, HD and D2 mixtures 41

at 300 K(1). A subsequent infra-red study of pure HD claimed 42

to observe dissociation at 77 K, and at pressures above 160 43

GPa, claimed the existence of two novel phases (HD-IV*and 44

HD-PRE)(22), which do not exist in pure isotopes. 45

Recently, we reported the behaviour of the pure isotopes 46

at low temperatures up to pressures of 210 GPa, character- 47

ising the phase transition criteria between phases I, II and 48

III. These measurements suggested the existence of a phase 49

II’ in D2 which is not observed in H2 (2, 23). We speculated 50

that its presence is related to the lower zero-point energy of 51

D2 compared to H2 and more complex rotational movement 52

(2). The presence of both isotopes, H and D, makes only a 53

subtle difference to the electronic structure, but the disorder 54

can fundamentally change vibrational properties from its pure 55
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counterparts. In an HD molecule, the nuclei are distinguish-56

able, so there is no ortho-para distinction, allowing all angular57

momentum states (J = 0, 1, 2, ...). Additionally, HD molecules58

possess a small permanent dipole moment (5.85x10−4 D) as59

well as the centre of mass being off-centre. All of these, to-60

gether with the random distribution of the isotopes in the61

solid (1), might significantly affect the formation of phase62

II. Such effects raise important questions about how isotopic63

mixtures behave; how do the quantum effects due to mass64

and to ortho− para symmetry compete; would the isotopes65

separate, and if not would the isotopic disorder play any role66

in packing of the molecules; could new phases exist; will each67

species break symmetry at the same P-T conditions and how68

might isotopic doping alter the phase boundary?69

Here, we study compressed hydrogen-deuterium mixtures70

at low temperatures. Remarkably, we find that the mixtures71

have a higher transformation pressure (equivalently, lower72

temperatures) to phases II and III than either H2 and D2. For73

example at 20 K, the mixtures enter phase II above 65 GPa74

and phase III above 170 GPa depending on concentration,75

while for n-D2 (H2) these pressures are ∼20 (∼60 GPa(2, 24))76

for phase II and 165 (160) GPa for phase III (2). Since HD77

has mass intermediate between H2 and D2, this cannot be due78

to mass effects alone.79

We studied three concentrations of mixtures H:D=40:6080

(D2-rich), H:D=50:50 and H:D=75:25 (H2-rich). Upon loading81

the mixtures of H2 and D2 at 0.2 GPa, we observe the forma-82

tion of HD within minutes at 300 K. Assuming the reaction H283

+ D2 ↔ HD is completely reversible, the following molecular84

isotopic alloys are formed from the initial concentrations, 40:6085

- (H2)0.16(HD)0.48(D2)0.36, 50:50 - (H2)0.25(HD)0.5(D2)0.25 and86

75:25 - (H2)0.56(HD)0.38(D2)0.06 reflecting the overall inten-87

sity distribution at low pressures(1) (see SI Appendix, Figs.88

S2-S3). This results in mixtures that have comparable HD89

concentrations, varying by a maximum of 20%, whereas the90

D2 concentration varies from 6-36%.91

Measurements were conducted through both isobaric cool-92

ing/heating cycles and isothermal compressions at low tem-93

perature (see Fig. 1). We identify the phase changes using94

standard phase transformation criteria(2), namely the appear-95

ance of new, sharp, low-frequency excitations and changes in96

the pressure/temperature dependence of the vibron frequen-97

cies.98

Fig. 2 shows a representative temperature scan of the 75:2599

mixture at 116 GPa. As the temperature is decreased below100

75 K, both criteria are clearly observed in the Raman spectra:101

the appearance of the new peaks (left panel) and the change in102

temperature dependence of the vibrational frequencies (right103

panel). It is significant that the changes in the frequencies104

of the H-H and H-D vibrons vs. temperature happen simul-105

taneously and have the same shapes as observed in pure D2106

and H2 at similar pressures (2). At this particular concen-107

tration, we also observe noticeable asymmetric broadening of108

all stretching modes, with the D-D appearing as a doublet in109

phase I (Fig. 2, central panel) and on the transition to phase110

II, a 3rd peak can be resolved at the same temperature as the111

change of vibrational frequency temperature dependency of112

the H-H and H-D modes (see Fig. 2 and SI Appendix Figs.113

S4-S5). The asymmetric broadening of the Raman modes114

in mixtures at 300 K was reported before, but no splitting115

was observed (1). The splitting (less resolved but still present116
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Fig. 1. Proposed low temperature phase diagrams of three representative H2-D2
mixtures (H2:D2 ratios of 75:25=3:1, 50:50=1:1 and 40:60=2:3). Phase-I is shown in
green, phase-II in red and phase-III in orange. Different shades of colour in phase-II
and phase-III represent a different mixture concentration. The grey dashed lines
represent the phase boundaries of the pure isotopes taken from Ref. (2). Inset:
Extended phase diagram of the individual 50:50 mixture, showing collected data
points on isothermal compression and isobaric cooling cycles. Phase IV is shown in
blue. Green lines represent previously proposed boundaries from Ref. (22). We see
no evidence for re-entrant phase boundaries down to 13 K.

for H-D and H-H modes) could be explained by the mode 117

localisation arising from the different atomic environment(25). 118

In all the three concentrations studied, changes to H2, D2 or 119

HD modes happen simultaneously, showing that the mixtures 120

behave as a molecular alloy (see SI Appendix, Figs. S4-S6). 121

It is interesting to note that we have never observed spectra 122

similar to those of phase-II in pure HD (19). 123

Figs. 3 and 4 show the evolution of the low frequency (li- 124

brons) and vibrational parts (vibrons) of the Raman spectrum 125

of three mixtures during the isothermal compression in the 7 - 126

200 GPa pressure regime. At low pressures, i.e. 7 to 20 GPa, 127

the rotational part of the spectra could be described as the 128

linear superposition of three independent isotopic molecules, 129

although the rotational modes of HD are considerably broader 130

than those of D2 and H2 (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and also 131

Ref. (1)). We propose that the broadening can be understood 132

by the offset of the centre of mass: as the HD molecule rotates, 133

its charge density "wobbles" much more than H2, facilitating 134

collisions with adjacent molecules. This reduces the rotational 135

mode lifetime and increases the HD rotor line-width. 136

The vibrational modes can be assigned to 3 types of 137

molecules, however their frequencies are all higher in mix- 138

tures than in the pure isotopes (see SI Appendix, Fig. S12). 139

This is due to resonant coupling between the vibrations on 140

identical molecules. In mixtures, most neighbours are of a 141

different species, hence there is vibrational decoupling and the 142

modes are more localised. Coupling has two effects: it shifts 143

the mean frequency downwards and creates dispersion: since 144

the Raman active mode has typically the lowest frequency in 145

the phonon band, the dispersion lowers the Raman frequency 146

further. By contrast, the IR active modes are nearer the top 147

of the band, so in IR the two effects tend to cancel out. In 148

fact, the Raman vibrational frequencies of H-H, H-D and D-D 149

modes in mixtures are located at the range between Raman 150

2 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Liu et al.
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Fig. 2. Left Panel and Middle Panel: Representative rotational, librational and vibrational Raman spectra of a 75:25 H2-D2 mixture as a function of temperature at 116 GPa.
Arrow indicates of the appearance of a new vibrational mode at the transition to phase II. The D-D peak is narrower than the others: note the change in scale on the x-axis.
Right Panel: Vibron frequencies of H-H (top), H-D (middle) and D-D (bottom) as a function of temperature at 116 GPa for the same mixture concentration. The error bars are
the fitting error of the position of vibron frequencies. Colours indicate phase-I (green) and phase-II (red).
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Fig. 4. Representative vibrational Raman spectra of 40:60, 50:50 and 75:25 H2-D2
mixtures as a function of pressure at 10 K, 13 K and 20 K respectively. Colours
indicate phase-I (green), phase-II (red) and phase-III (orange).

and infraed frequencies in the pure isotopes, as shown in SI151

Appendix, Fig. S13. It also shows the comparison of Raman152

vibrational frequencies of H-H mode caculated in the ideal153

mixing of the alloy and measured in our experiment with154

different concentrations.155

There is an interesting feature shared by all concentrations:156

rapid decrease of the H2 vibron intensity as pressure is in-157

creased (see Fig. 4). While the vibrational modes attributed158

to D2 and HD increase in intensity, the modes corresponding159

to hydrogen become significantly broader. This phenomenon160

was observed at room temperature and can be explained by161

H2 being the lightest molecule and therefore it is scattered the162

most in collision with other molecules (1). Due to this effect,163

at pressures above 50-60 GPa, the overall appearance of the164

rotational/librational part of the Raman spectra is closer to165

pure D2 (even for the 50:50 mixture at high pressures), while166

the spectra of the 40:60 mixture are almost indistinguishable167

from those of pure D2 (Fig. 3 and Fig. 1 in Ref. (2)). As168

pressure is increased above 60-70 GPa the librational modes169

broaden and overlap significantly, making assignment difficult,170

with only the predominant S0(0) modes in D2 or H2 clearly171

resolvable at around 200 cm−1 at 65 GPa for the 40:60 mix-172

ture and around 360 cm−1 at 76 GPa for the 75:25 mixture.173

Interestingly, the same modes are also relatively well defined174

in 50:50 mixture at 74 GPa even though the HD-S0(0) was175

the predominant excitation at 29 GPa (Fig. 3, central panel)176

When pressures above 100 GPa are reached, sharp low-177

frequency peaks emerge (see Fig. 3, see 95, 110 and 105 GPa)178

and the spectra of the 40:60 and 50:50 concentrations start to179

closely resemble those of pure D2 in phase II (2), while the180

75:25 spectra appear broadly similar to those of pure hydrogen181

(2) (see Fig. 3, and SI Appendix Figs. S6-S8). However,182

the transformation to phase II happens in the alloy at 69183

GPa for 40:60, 75 GPa for 50:50, and 84 GPa for the 75:25184

alloy (mixture) (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 ). The transformation185

pressures (at similar temperatures) to phase II depend on186

ortho− para ratio: for n-D2 (normal-D2, 2/3 ortho and 1/3187

para mixed state) and o-D2 vary from around 20 to 25 GPa 188

(6, 24), from 60 to 110 GPa for n- and p-H2 (2, 26), while for 189

pure HD, the transformation pressure is around 60 GPa (21). 190

The most unusual observation here is that even in the mixture 191

(40:60), the Raman spectra look almost identical to those of 192

pure D2 (Fig. 3, left panel). However, the transition pressure 193

to phase II is about 69 GPa, which is almost a 3-fold increase 194

compared with pure D2. In fact, the presence of hydrogen in 195

the alloy pushes the phase II boundary of all concentrations 196

close to that of pure p-H2 at around 110 GPa (26). 197

The pressure needed to transform pure para-H2 (sample 198

was kept at 30 K for 72 hrs to achieve complete conversion) to 199

phase II (∼110 GPa) (26) is higher than that in the mixed o-p 200

equilibrium state (∼60 GPa) (on the time scale of our experi- 201

ment ∼3-5 hours) (2). This is primarily because the ortho-H2 202

molecules in phase I are required by exchange symmetry to 203

be in the J = 1 rotational state, this “trapped” kinetic energy 204

makes them less stable than the ground J = 0 state adopted 205

by para-H2. One can expect the same destabilisation of phase 206

I to apply to para D2. However, because the excess energy of 207

the J = 1 state is lower, and the J = 1 fraction at high-T is 208

also lower (nuclear spin-state degeneracy of 3:6 rather than 209

3:1), the destabilisation of D2 Phase-I is much smaller. 210

One might expect isotopic mixtures to be intermediate 211

between H2 and D2, but in fact this scenario plays out in a 212

more counterintuitive way at very low T when the o-p ratio is 213

trapped at its room temperature equilibrium value. This is 214

due to the effect we call "quantum trapping”∗. Direct evidence 215

of quantum trapping is clearly shown in Fig. 3 where the S(1) 216

Raman transition (due to the trapped J = 1 states) is observed 217

for H2 or D2, but absent for HD. To our knowledge, this is 218

the only qualitative experimental signature of the exchange 219

interaction. As seen in Fig. 3, the broken-symmetry phase II 220

is characterised by non-rotor peaks around 150 cm−1. 221

The trapped kinetic energy in J = 1 states increases the 222

free energy of phase I. But since HD molecules have exchange 223

symmetry, so at low temperature all HD molecules will be in 224

the J = 0 ground state, so the trapped kinetic energy of phase I 225

is lower in mixtures than in either pure element. Consequently, 226

phase I survives to higher pressures in the molecular alloy. Of 227

course, the zero-point effects are still smaller in HD than in 228

H2, so the HD transition still occurs at lower pressure than 229

in para-H2. The exact position of the transition will depend 230

both on the H:D concentration and the o : p ratio. 231

Fig. 4 shows isotope effects in the transition to phase III: 232

mixtures transform at higher pressures than the pure species. 233

The transition to phase III is characterised by the splitting of 234

the ν1 modes, identical to that observed in the pure isotopes. 235

As with the phase I-II transition, the mixtures are behaving 236

like a molecular alloy, with all peaks splitting simultaneously 237

from phase II to phase III. At low temperatures (around 20 238

K) the II to III phase transition starts at approximately 160, 239

159 and 165 GPa (2, 21) for pure H2, HD and D2 respectively, 240

while phase III occurs at 177 GPa, 185 GPa and 171 GPa for 241

the 40:60, 50:50 and 75:25 alloys (Fig. 4). Similar to the pure 242

isotopes, all 3 mixture concentrations have phase co-existence 243

regimes of approx. 10-15 GPa. 244

The phase II-III transition occurs at pressures where the 245

vibron frequency is significantly decreasing, presumably asso- 246

ciated with increased bondlength and the molecule becoming 247

∗details of the para and ortho states and corresponding statistics are given in the SoM
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more elliptical. Thus packing efficiency of three-dimensional248

ellipsoids can be taken as the driving force for the transition249

(13). The electric dipole of HD is so small that dipole-dipole in-250

teractions contribute only µeV of energy. It is well known that251

poly-dispersity reduces the packing efficiency, so the thermo-252

dynamic density "advantage” of phase III is lower in mixtures,253

meaning that higher pressures are required to stabilise it.254

By combining all the P-T paths taken for the different con-255

centrations, we are able to constrain the phase diagram of the256

H-D molecular alloys (Fig. 1) with o− p ratios characteristic257

of rapid cooling. Although the overall phase diagram(s) resem-258

ble the pure isotopes there are some interesting and unusual259

features. All the phase I-II transition pressures in mixtures260

of all concentrations are higher than those of pure isotopes.261

Logically, the phase boundaries of the mixtures is consistence262

with that of the predominant isotope i.e. the 40:60 mixture263

boundary is at lowest pressure which is closest to that of pure264

D2 among these three concentration mixtures, while 75:25265

mixture boundary is at highest pressure which closest to that266

of pure H2 among these three concentration mixtures. We267

note here that the Raman spectra in phase II could also be268

described as either "hydrogen-like", having features similar269

to pure hydrogen (see Fig. 3 and SI Appendix Fig. S11,270

75:25 mixture) or "deuterium-like" , having features similar to271

pure deuterium (see Fig. 3, and SI Appendix Fig. S11, 40:60272

mixture and 50:50 mixture).273

Surprisingly, the mixtures’ phase II-III transition bound-274

aries do not lie between those of hydrogen and deuterium as275

one would expect, but are shifted to higher pressures starting276

the transition at 163 GPa and completed by 191 GPa (see SI277

Appendix, Fig. S12). Just like in case of phase I to phase II278

the doping stabilises the lower pressure phase (phase II in this279

case). It is interesting that phase II of the 50:50 molecular280

alloy appears to resist the transformation to phase III up to281

the highest pressures and covers a larger amount of P-T space.282

We have also explored phase III-IV boundary in the molec-283

ular alloys. The Raman spectra of the 50:50 mixture collected284

over a broad region of phase III (see the P-T paths taken in285

inset to Fig. 1) indicate that phase III is stable up to 260 GPa286

in a broad temperature range, transforming to phase IV at287

temperatures above ∼250 K. A recent IR study (22) showed288

that above 160 GPa, pure HD dissociates and recombines form-289

ing a molecular mixture of H2, HD and D2 similar to the 50:50290

mixture studied here. It was then claimed that this mixture291

forms two novel phases, above 200 GPa, IV*and HD-PRE,292

both of which occupy phase space that we attribute to phase293

III (see phase lines on Fig. 1 inset). Our current study, and a294

previous room temperature study (1), suggests that the overall295

appearance of the phase diagrams of the molecular alloys is296

similar to those of the pure elements. Ref. (22) presented297

only one experimental run, without any raw data present,298

making it unclear what exactly their transition criteria to299

these phases are. It is also peculiar that these transition lines300

do not resemble anything observed in the pure isotopes H2301

and D2. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the H:D mixture302

would have 2 solid phases never observed in pure hydrogen303

and deuterium.304

The strong S(1) peaks seen after rapid cooling prove that305

the nuclear spin state is trapped. In the case of H2 and D2, the306

constraints from exchange symmetry mean some molecules are307

trapped in the high energy J = 1 rotational state in Phase I.308

This extra rotational energy destabilises Phase I with respect 309

to Phase II, causing the transition to occur at lower pressures 310

than in HD-containing mixtures. This quantum trapping of 311

rotational energy has the effect of moving the phase boundaries 312

in a reproducible manner. 313

Methods. Samples of H2-D2 mixtures were produced by com- 314

bining research grade (99.999% purity) H2 and D2 in the gas 315

phase (typically < 10 MPa) at 300 K. The partial pressures 316

of each species were then used to calculate the compositions. 317

Immediately after loading at 0.2 GPa, the Raman modes of 318

H2 and D2 are clearly observed while the Raman mode cor- 319

responding to HD is weak, suggesting the dissociation and 320

recombination of the molecules at this density is kinetically 321

slow. Upon further compression in the fluid state (> 0.5 322

GPa), HD begins to rapidly form, evident through the H-D 323

vibrational mode which grows with intensity with time until 324

equilibrium is reached between H2, HD and D2. After the 325

equilibrium is reached the intensities of 3 vibrational modes in 326

the fluid state correspond to the gas concentration (see SoM 327

for more details and calculations) and do not change with time 328

implying the reversibility of the reaction. 329

Raman spectroscopy measurements were made using a 330

custom-built micro-focused Raman system (2). The excitation 331

source was a 532 nm laser, and the laser power was between 332

10-50 mW, with collection times ranging between 3-30 s. For 333

diamonds with culet size bigger than 100 µm and pressure 334

below 50 GPa, pressure was measured using ruby spheres and 335

correlated with the frequency of the stressed diamond edge. 336

For diamond with culet size smaller than 100 µm or pressure 337

above 50 GPa the stressed diamond edge was used to estimate 338

the pressure using the relationship from Akahama et al.(27). 339

In the typical isothermal experiment the sample was cooled 340

down within 1-2 hrs and then the Raman spectra were col- 341

lected within 3-4 hours upon pressure increase. In the typical 342

isobaric experiment the target pressure would be reached at 343

300 K, sample cooled within 1-2 hours and Raman spectra 344

were measured upon warming. In our experiments the samples 345

were not kept at very low temperatures (50 K<) for more than 346

5-6 hours (see Ref. (24) where normal hydrogen (deuterium) 347

converted to the p-H2 (o-D2) after app. 3 days at below 50 K). 348

For examples, the estimate of the intensities of the S0(0) and 349

S0(1) at 0.5-1 GPa and 300 K gives expected ortho-para ratio 350

of 3:1 for H2 and 2:3 for D2. Upon cooling to 20 K, which 351

usually takes around 3 hours, at pressures below 50 GPa the 352

ratio hardly changes for H2. Therefore we consider our sample 353

to be in the mixed ortho-para state. All data referred to in the 354

manuscript are available in the article and in SI Appendix. 355
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